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China PV module sector sees departure of 70% 
of makers 
Nuying Huang, Taipei; Adam Hwang, DIGITIMES [Thursday 15 January 2009] 

China's photovoltaic (PV) module sector, faced with fast decreasing global demand, saw a drastic reshuffling process in the 
fourth quarter of 2008 and as many as 250, or 70%, of its originally 350 makers have been forced out of the market because of 
relatively unhealthy corporate structure and poorer competitiveness, with about 100 large ones remaining, according to industry 
sources.

The surviving PV module makers are large makers with strong vertical integration, some of whom are invested by government 
organizations, the sources pointed out. Suntech Power is the largest China-based maker of both solar cells and PV modules 
with an annual PV module production capacity of 1GWp, followed by Yingli Green Energy with 800-1,000MWp, Trina Solar with 
700-800MWp and Solarfun Power with 600MWp, the sources indicated.

Unlike China, Taiwan's PV module industry consists of about 100 independent makers with comparatively small annual 
production capacities of up to 300MWp, while main makers of solar cells such as Motech Industries and Gintech Energy are 
unwilling to step into making PV modules because they consider it conflict of interest with their clients from the PV module 
sector, the sources pointed out.

Related stories: 
 
China-based PV module maker Suntech to lay off 4,000 employees, says newspaper (Jan 12) 
 
Green Energy Technology starts volume production of largest a-Si PV modules in Taiwan (Dec 25) 
 
More than 50% of PV module makers in China stop production, claim sources (Dec 8) 
 
Solar cell maker E-Ton reportedly lands 100MWp order from Italy PV module maker (Dec 1) 
 
Fire breaks out at TPT PV module plant in Pingchen, no damage reported (Nov 27) 
 
Weak market means even price-cuts are having no impact on handset PCB or PV module orders, say makers (Nov 24) 
 
Sun Well Solar becomes first TUV certification recipient among Taiwan a-Si thin-film PV module makers (Nov 20) 
 
Thin-film solar module makers in Taiwan and China face difficulty reaching economies of scale (Nov 10) 
 
Spot prices of solar cells drop as old government incentives expire in Spain (Sep 30) 
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